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Volume V
PLYMOUTH CEMETERY RECORDS

These notebooks have been revised by Nancy Bird, Pease Public Library Volunteer in 2009.

Some pages have been copied or condensed.

The original order has been revised to make the contents easier to read and understand.

Volume I - Index to all Plymouth Records

Volume II - Riverside Cemetery Records - 1987 updated and revised version and original 1963 version.

Volume III - Other Plymouth Cemeteries and Family Plot Records - 1987 updated and revised version and original 1963 version.

Also included in Volume III are cemetery lists compiled by other individuals; 1. Unknown compiler and date
   2. Sargent List (compiled by Augustus Sargent for the town history in 1895)
   3. X List (Unknown compiler, believed done between 1926-1930)

The final section of Volume III is a copy of Cemetery Account Records from May 1899 to August 1927.

Volume IV & V - Index to Area Cemeteries